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A BETTER SHIP…OR A MORE CAPABLE CAPTAIN?

by Brent LeClere
I’ve heard a good estate plan compared to a ship. Both face dangers, and both carry
valuable cargo. You have worked with us to build the most watertight estate planning “ship” to withstand
whatever life can throw at it. Our attorneys have worked tirelessly to anticipate any possible storm that your
estate plan could find itself in and have done what they can to make it unsinkable! We believe that together we
have built the most seaworthy of ships for your family.
However, the best ship is only as good as its captain. No matter how solid the ship, if the captain is
determined to run it aground, no amount of shipbuilding will save it. Your beneficiaries hold the ultimate
control of the estate plan’s destiny. How will they pilot the inheritance they receive?
So, how do we ensure that the helm will pass to the most capable “captains”? One obvious answer is the
Naval Academy: beneficiary education. If your child understands the advantages and protections that a
“school bus trust” offers, they will be more likely to enjoy the full benefits far into the future. When they
understand the gift you have given them, most beneficiaries will be very grateful.
If they have not already, have your children visit our Client Resources at www.tlcplanning.com (call the
office to get the username and password or get it from your blue calendar under tab 5 in your Client
Organizer) and watch Empowering Your Inheritance™. This video explains how a “school bus trust” works,
and the benefits of the planning that you have done for them.
We continue to offer updated Family Education Programs™ every year. Encourage your beneficiaries to
take advantage of the education.
Renewing Commitments: TO DO LIST
They are introduced at the
™
Annual
Family
Reunion
Your renewal packet includes your Asset Review Report, yellow
(AFR), so be sure to come!
renewal form, and 2020 invoice. To assure uninterrupted service
Training a better captain doesn’t
from your LifeSpan™ Team, be sure to:
just involve formal education by
1. Select the best date and location for you to attend an Annual
lawyers, though. The best captain
Family Reunion™ (AFR), mark the yellow renewal form we
is one who is trustworthy, who
provided, and return it immediately with your annual
isn’t greedy and who is honest.
membership fee shown on your enclosed INVOICE (you will
Frankly, the biggest reason why a
plan will fail is because the
soon thereafter receive a postcard confirming your reservation
Beneficiary
lacks
character,
date). Please pay by the due date of January 20, 2020 (if you pay
especially
self-discipline.
It
after January 31 go ahead and add the $25 late fee).
deeply saddens our Team when
2. Start working to update the Asset Review Report™ (ARR)
we see it, but we can only do so
and return it to us by January 31, 2020. Add new assets; delete
much.
any you no longer have; update the dollar values; and send
We know that our clients care
appropriate Red Check Review™ (verification) paperwork for
deeply for their beneficiaries. So,
new assets you add to the report.
what can you do to pass your
values—character, self-discipline,
Farmers: Make your reservation immediately to assure you get
respect, faith, etc.—on to your
into one of the seven AFRs by April 4…avoid field conflicts!
children and grandchildren? I
Snowbirds: Make your reservation immediately to assure you get
think it comes down to two main
into one of the late AFRs…avoid travel and weather conflicts!
things: time and conversations.
Relationships take time. Those
Everyone: Remember, the Annual Family Reunion™ is the focal
of you who are married can testify
point of our standard updating process. If you miss it, you lose
to that! However, as our children
much of the value we provide. Make it a priority on your calendar!
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get older, it is easy for us to stop spending time with them. It becomes very easy to go weeks without calling
or really investing time in their lives. The most valuable inheritance we can leave to our adult children may be
the many moments of time spent as friends. So, take that fishing trip with your son, or go shopping with your
daughter. Plan Sunday dinners together. Coordinate a family vacation.
But don’t just do things. While investing the time, talk! Get to know each other again. Ask questions, and
really listen to the answers. It’s in those
moments together that you can naturally
have important conversations. Talk
about deep issues. Explain your family
values, caring for each other. Talk about
your faith, what it means to you, and
how it changed your life. Even if your
kids
have
heard
these
things
(repeatedly!) it may mean more to them
after you are gone than all the money
you leave.
Don’t just take time for your children,
invest time in your grandchildren as
well. They may be even more receptive
to your values than your children are at
this
stage.
Time
spent
with
grandchildren means the world to them
and will change their life!
Our firm does what we can to train the captain. We trust you will continue to invest in those who will pilot
your estate plan into the future. You won’t regret it and your ship will sail securely for generations!
DELIVERY
Wisdom of the Older Generation
In
embered
darkness,
hours after birth,
There really are good and bad ways to live. It’s
My
ear
catching
the
baby’s
feathered
breath, beside
not all just opinion and subjectivity. The older
the manger, huddled on the earth,
generation has some worthwhile values, and the
younger can still learn from them.
Her sleeping form I watch. How close to death this
For instance, the 2018 FINRA Investor
girl, this woman, mother, maiden, wife,
Education Foundation’s National Financial
approached, on this bleak, brutal midnight blessed,
Capability Study has a stunning statistic. For
homeowners 55 and older, only 7% report being
A cave our only shelter, I midwife,
late one or more times on a mortgage payment.
My reddened hands gripping her child divine,
But…for the Millennial crowd, homeowners 34
Delivering this miracle to life,
and under, 40% say they’ve been late paying their
Its body tangled in a thorny vine
mortgage at least once in the past twelve months.
Of
blood,
and gentle Mary faintly screaming—
Forty percent! A late credit card payment can
Oh! I felt, would that the blood were mine.
often be explained. Not so with a mortgage
payment. A late mortgage payment will
She, later, holding him, young-aged eyes beaming,
automatically be a big hit to a credit score; a really
Kissed his brow and guessed the sorrow’s meaning.
big hit. If more credit becomes a necessity, it’ll be
©2015 Rachelle Ferguson
almost impossible to obtain.
Source: Wednesday Comments from Dwight Erskine 8/14/19.
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Charity Wrapped in Dignity

Foundation: Funding

She asked him, 'How much are you selling the
eggs for?'
The old seller replied, '$0.25 an egg, Madam.'
She said to him, 'I will take 6 eggs for $1.25 or
I will leave.'
The
old
seller replied,
'Come
take
them at the
price
you
want. Maybe
this is a good
beginning
because I have
not been able
to sell even a
single
egg
today.'
She
took
the eggs and
walked away
feeling she had
won. She got into her fancy car and went to a posh
restaurant with her friend. There, she and her
friend ordered whatever they liked. They ate a
little and left a lot of what they ordered. Then she
went to pay the bill. The bill cost her $48.00. She
gave $60.00 and asked the owner of the restaurant
to keep the change.
The events of the day seemed quite normal to
the owner, but very painful to the poor egg seller.
The point is: Why do we always show we have
the power when we buy from the needy ones? And
why do we get generous to those who do not even
need our generosity?
I once read somewhere: My father used to buy
simple goods from poor people at high prices,
even though he did not need them. Sometimes he
even paid extra for them. I got concerned by this
act and asked him why does he do so? Then my
father replied, "It is a charity wrapped with
dignity, my child.”

Greetings from the Funding Department! Since
one could say that funding is the foundation of a
plan that works, I want to update/remind everyone
of a few things.
Vehicle Titles part 1: Good news! The
Illinois Secretary of State lowered the fees
for Corrected Titles. (Get the smelling
salts!) The cost to transfer your vehicle to
your Living Trust used to be $98.00 but
now it is $53.00. For all of you
procrastinators and frugal people, time to
change your mind and transfer the
unfunded vehicles into your Living Trust
before the bureaucrats change their minds!
Take the sample title application from Tab
D of your black LifeSpan Client
Organizer™ and your unfunded titles to
your local secretary of state facility and
transfer them to your trusts.
Vehicle Titles part 2: Good news for
many clients, you traded or purchased a
different vehicle during the year and
remembered to put it in your trust, and to send us a
copy of the title! Bad news is you neglected to
give us a value for your Asset Review Report. If
your vehicle is listed as worth $1 (or for that
matter, any asset is shown with an obviously
arbitrary minimal number like $1) it is probably
because you didn’t give us an actual value. Please
do as you update your reports.
Bills of Sale: The Bill of Sale you sign every
other year is to sweep all acquired assets that do
not have a paper title. For married couples, one has
a generic list of assets and the other is a more
specific list of assets. If you want any of the assets
on either Bill of Sale to go to a specific person on
your death, that is a different issue. Be sure to fill
out one of the Memorandum forms in your Red
Book, located behind the Personal Effects tab.
May you all have a Blessed Christmas and a
Prosperous New Year! Sherry

-Author unknown…discovered on FaceBook
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Gayla’s Season’s Greetings!
Oh my goodness! I cannot believe Christmas is
just around the corner, can you? Even with all the
hustle and bustle of the season, it is truly the most
wonderful time of the year! I would like to take
just a few minutes to give all of you some simple
reminders that I believe will prove very helpful to
you as one of our LifeSpan™ clients.
1. MAKE A RESERVATION: First, it is
imperative that if you or your Helpers are
interested in attending ANY of our LifeSpan™
group events, you MUST make a reservation
for EVERYONE that will be attending. More
than once this year, I received phone calls from
clients just prior to the program start time
wanting to attend, and even had clients show
up without reservations. As much as we want
everyone to participate, please make your
reservations as soon as possible so we can
insure we have sufficient materials and seating.
On the other hand, if you need to cancel please
let us know, we often have a waiting list for
seats.
2. READ CONFIRMATION LETTERS: For
EVERY program you have made a reservation
and plan to attend, you will receive a
confirmation letter approximately two weeks
prior to the event with the location, time and
instructions for what you should bring (such as
your Red Book or black Client Organizer™).
I actually had clients go to a wrong location for

™

a program, but when asked if they received our
confirmation with all the pertinent information,
they said they did, but didn’t read it—Yikes!
Don’t assume anything: different programs
have different attendance limits, and locations
are chosen to accommodate the crowd. So, just
a reminder: everything we send to you in the
mail is important, we never send you junk
mail.
3. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: For a helpful
reminder and description of all our LifeSpan™
Learning Solution programs please refer to
Tab 5 of your black Client Organizer™. There
you will find the LifeSpan Learning Solution
Calendar™ (the blue page, replaced each year
at the AFR). This handy tool gives descriptions
of the various programs, in case you need a
quick refresher. Don’t forget EVEN year
clients: 2020 is your year to update at the
Client Update Program™.
To all families who have a lost a loved one, I
pray we have been able to provide some comfort
during your loss. It has been a privilege to serve
you, and I will be thinking of you in the coming
days. I understand, because my family will have
an empty seat at the table this Christmas as well.
I’m praying you will experience peace and enjoy
sweet memories of your loved ones.
Remember, Jesus truly is the Reason for the
Season. From my family to yours, Merry
Christmas!
Gayla
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Sarah’s Favorite Cookie Recipe

New and Improved!
aka Change Happens
In order to provide maximum service to our
ever-growing client family, we have to continue to
refine our service capabilities. Expanding the
Team (Brent LeClere and Olivia Davis in the past
year, for instance) is one way, and upgraded
computer systems is another. Here are two ways
you will see the upgrades in computer systems:
Asset Review Reports
Many of your Asset Review Reports have a
different look. We are in the process of changing
these to a new system which allows us to track
more information in a more useful way. So, please
review your reports closely, and make any
corrections needed and as always if you have a
new asset we need Red Check Review paperwork
to verify the funding of this asset. If you need
information on what is needed, please refer to your
Client Organizer (black book) behind Tab D.
Email…check your spam folder!
Have you checked your spam folder lately?
Sadly, we might be in it…some important emails
from us might be in it, that is! Most of our email
correspondence is now going through a new
computer system that allows our entire team to see
emails any of us send to any client. This is great
for serving you. The downside to this system is
that it adds a long source code (something like
this: @epcferguson.actionstep.com) instead of
just a normal sarah@tlcplanning.com. Many of
the email services and programs that our clients
use—perhaps yours—automatically assume an
email with a long source code like this is spam and
will file it in your spam folder. Interestingly, those
programs guess for you that our email is being sent
out in bulk mailing, mass marketing style. So
please: Check your spam folder for emails from
us, and set your program to accept emails from us
in our new configuration.
Thanks for helping us serve you better!
The EPC Team

I want to share with you my favorite cookie recipe for
SNICKER DOODLES, which people go crazy over every
time I make them. I’m sure many of you have made them
before, but I’m curious if your recipe is the same as mine:
½ cup butter
½ cup shortening
1 ½ cup sugar
2 eggs
2 ¾ cup flour
1 tsp baking soda
2 tsp cream of tarter
Mix all ingredients together.
On the side, in a separate bowl: Cinnamon and sugar
mixture
Preheat oven to 350°. Form dough into balls and roll in
cinnamon and sugar mixture (I like mine to have lots of
cinnamon). Bake on greased cookie sheet for 8-10min. Let
cool for a few minutes on the cookie sheet and enjoy!
Yields 3 dozen.

Managing Minerals
Do you have mineral interests (oil, gas, coal,
etc.) that aren’t producing?
If so, a deed
transferring those minerals to your trust is fine and
funding is complete until/unless they start
producing. If they start producing and division
orders are issued, take note of whether your trust is
shown as the owner. We may need to help with
that process, so be sure to let us know!
Do you have minerals that are producing? If
so, in whose name does the check come? If the
check comes in the name of your trust, you are
probably all set. However, if the check comes in
your individual name, we need to see the division
order(s) to be sure the minerals are funded.
Remember, in either event, we are here to help
you maintain your estate plan so that it will go
effectively and smoothly to your beneficiaries.
Call or email with any questions!
Sarah
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us on FaceBook!

Oh for the good old days…

Have you seen The Estate
Planning Center on FaceBook yet? We’re there,
so check it out! Our clients can easily stay
connected with what is going on here. We
typically post three or four announcements each
month: reminders of events coming up, articles our
attorneys have written or programs they taught,
that sort of thing. We are no social media experts
but are told that the more people “like” our page,
the more our page will show up in front of
prospective clients.
In order to set up the business page, we had to
set up a page for Curt. Surprise him by asking to
be his friend…he hardly knows how to accept!

Time-Saving Organizer?
I hope all of you are taking advantage of every
day with your loved ones! Even if it doesn’t seem
there is time, I’m learning how to make time, or
prioritize my time.
In the midst of this, it’s also important to keep
your estate plan in the forefront of your mind. We
are always here to assist you, along with your
handy black LifeSpan Client Organizer™. It was
such a great AFR this year as we reviewed your
Client Organizer with you! Sometimes we hear
that the contents are too long or wordy, like the
EDUCATION SUMMARY in Tab 5: an eight-page
explanation of the main programs we do each year,
what to bring, who should come and so forth. We
provided this to be clear so you can confidently
participate, know what you are getting and the
procedures to make it efficient.
But alas, too wordy some say. We should do a
shorter summary for people who don’t want to
read so much. Like the bullet-point Keeping
Current summary on the facing page…which is
item 3 in Tab 2 of the Client Organizer.
As with all of the tools and programs that we
provide, these are for YOU! To HELP YOU! I
hope this year you’ve embraced this tool as you
maintain your estate plan.
Sarah

Harder to Keep it than Make it
One challenge often expressed by clients goes
something like this: “It’s harder to keep what we
have than it was to make it.” It’s true that once
you have accumulated some assets, the fear of
losing them is a risk not experienced when you
had practically nothing to lose! In any difficult
endeavor—from weeding a garden to waging a
war, from building an investment portfolio to
paying off the farm—we want to “lock in” the
progress. As people age, their investment portfolio
becomes more conservative. It is a sort of
ratcheting effect: after climbing a step higher on
the mountain, we hold our position. Then we press
ahead another step or two, and lock it in. Inch
higher, secure our spot. Success of any kind often
depends on this sort of patient, systematic strategy.
The sort of planning we do—putting assets into
protective trusts for beneficiaries—is this same
philosophy applied at a generational wealthtransfer level. Life is full of risks that made it hard
to build your estate. You managed to keep assets
as you passed through landmines of lawsuits,
divorce, catastrophic illness, and taxes. As those
assets go into their protective “school bus” trusts,
you are locking in a significant measure of the
success your family has achieved to that point.
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Have You Inherited an IRA?
Don’t forget to take your required
distribution!
If you are the beneficiary who
has already inherited an IRA from
someone who died in 2018 or
before, remember: you must take a
“required minimum distribution” for
2019 before the end of the year even
if you are not over 70.5 years old.
The required minimum distribution
is based on a different “fraction” than your own
retirement account. When you are 72 years old,
you generally have to withdraw 1/25.6 (4%) of
your own IRA, but if you inherited an IRA at that
age, you have to withdraw 1/15.5 (6.5%) of the
inherited account. Make sure you are getting good
advice on this; failure to withdraw the required
amount will trigger hefty penalties.

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Economic Indicators

An amazing jobs report came out on December
6, 2019, from the Labor Dept. Unemployment is
down
to
3.5%.
266,000
jobs
added.
Manufacturing jobs available rose to 55% from
36%. Service jobs available rose to 62% from
52%. The number of people working at part-time
jobs who found full-time employment fell by
116,000.
Manufacturing jobs are growing at the
Keeping Current
fastest rate in more than 30 years. Median
THE ESSENTIALS
household income has hit the highest level
Annually attend Annual Family Reunion™*
ever recorded. Almost 3.9 million
Prepare for and Attend a biennial Client Update Program™*
Americans have been lifted off food stamps.
(you are “even year” or “odd year”)
Small businesses will have the lowest top
marginal tax rate in more than 80 years.
Keep Funding Current
Coal exports have increased by 60 percent.
o Asset Review Report updates
o Red Check Review™ paperwork
U.S. oil production recently reached an alltime high, and U.S. is a net natural gas
Attend LifeSpan Learning Solution™ Programs of Your
exporter for the first time since 1957.
Choice (after preview at Annual Family Reunion ™)
While the economy is booming and the
Involve Your Family in Family Education Program™**
House of Representatives refuses to
Communicate openly with Your Family/Beneficiaries
legislate, a significant minority in the
o Goals
country wants to impeach the President for
o Plans
his apparent efforts—are you ready for
o Their involvement
this—to investigate government corruption.
Read semi-annual newsletter and check our website
Their pretense, of course, is that he had a
(www.tlcplanning.com) for the latest information and
bad motive. The best way to get away with
services!
crime, by this logic, would be to get your
* Married: Husband and Wife Attend Together
dad to run for office against the person who
**Attend with Family Members!
could investigate you. That way, any
Curt W. Ferguson & Samuel L. Collins, Attorneys & Counsellors at Law
919 West Main, Salem, Illinois 62881 • phone 618-548-3729 • fax 618-548-3585
investigation of your shenanigans would be
off limits!
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Family Trusts with ‘Sprinkle Powers’
Our odd-year clients who attended a Client
Update Program™ this year have heard the news
that Illinois has passed an entirely new trust code.
The new law goes into effect on January 1, 2020.
The sweeping new law has many changes and we
will continue to update you as we delve deeper
into all the implications.
The new Trust Code clearly impacts trust
accounting, particularly those trusts that have
multiple beneficiaries, such as Family Trusts.
Trustees have always been required to account on
at least an annual basis to beneficiaries as to how
much income the trust earned, how the assets are
invested, and to whom and how much money the
trust distributes each year. The accounting
requirements in the new law are a little more
explicit then they were under the old law because
various classes of beneficiaries are now defined in
the statute. In the past we looked to case law—
which was not always consistent—as to which
beneficiaries were entitled to accountings.
Most of our clients with a deceased spouse now
have a Family Trust. It accounts for its income
separately from the surviving spouse, and each
year the trustee (usually the spouse and one or
more children) decide how to distribute the
income. Most Family Trusts allow access to
principal as well, if there is a need. In most cases,
the surviving spouse is probably taking all or most
of the income each year. Many Family Trusts are
designed as “sprinkle trusts,” which means the
trust allows (but does not require) the trustees to
distribute income to beneficiaries other than the
surviving spouse, such as to children or even
grandchildren. Priority is generally given to the
spouse. Some trusts are designed to even permit
distribution of principal in this manner, if there is a
need.
The new trust code is more explicit as to the
requirement to account to those who could receive
a distribution, whether or not the person actually
receives any income or principal from the trust. If
you have a Family Trust, it is likely designed as

™

some form of sprinkle trust. If you are unsure,
check your Design Template on page two. To the
right of the Family Trust box, under the section
“Discretionary Income” it might say something
like “spouse and descendants” or “spouse and
children.” If it does, that is a sprinkle trust. Below
that is a heading “Principal For Needs.” It may say
spouse only, or it might say “spouse and
descendants” or “spouse and children.” If there are
any other beneficiaries listed under either of those
two sections, the law is now clear those
permissible beneficiaries must be accounted to at
least annually, regardless of whether they receive
any distributions.
This does not have to be overly burdensome.
For our Lifespan™ clients we’ve done much of the
work for you. At the end of the year, have a brief
meeting with those potential beneficiaries (usually
children) and show them the asset report we
generate for the Family Trust. This will show them
what the current assets are in the Family Trust, as
well as their values (make sure to update those
values when they come out this month!). The
Family Trust has a checking account. By showing
them the check register, this shows the receipts
and expenses for the Family Trust. Finally, in
March or April, when the 1041 for the Family
Trust is completed, you can share that with the
permissible beneficiaries, and this will show them
the total taxable income and how it was
distributed.
By following those simple three steps, your
annual obligation to account to permissible
beneficiaries will be fulfilled.
Sam
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